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We propose a scheme for cluster state quantum computation in an array of coupled cavities.
Each cavity is doped with a single two-level system. The detuning of the atomic level spacing and
photonic frequency can be externally controlled and tuned to achieve photon blockade in the array.
We show that in such a regime, long-lived light-matter excitations (polaritons) are generated, and
the polaritons effectively become two-level systems which interact through an XY Hamiltonian. A
protocol is proposed where the cluster state is prepared in four steps using a part of the available
physical qubits as gate “mediators” and the rest as the logical qubits. The long life of the polaritonic
qubits and the ability to perform individual addressing in this system allows for both the efficient
preparation of the cluster state and the successful completion of the necessary individual measure-
ments at the end. Possible implementations using coupled defects in photonic crystals, toroidal
microcavities and superconducting qubits architectures are also discussed.
Introduction: A major step forward towards the re-
alization of a scalable quantum computer has been the
concept of cluster state quantum computing [1]. How-
ever major challenges still remain in finding appropriate
physical systems where both the highly entangled states
needed for the computation can be efficiently generated
and where the sequence of individual measurements on
the qubits can be performed. Proposals include linear
optics schemes, cavity QED schemes with flying atoms,
quantum dots in solid state systems and neutral atoms
in optical lattices [2]. Experiments have been performed
using linear optics and optical lattices [3] and have shown
the possibility of creating cluster states but the scalabil-
ity still remains a problem especially due to the inability
for individual addressing.
Here we propose a hybrid system, comprised of coupled
cavities doped with two level systems, where we show how
to circumvent these problems. We are motivated by re-
cent theoretical and experimental studies into the possi-
bility of coupling high Q cavities directly with each other
and doping them with two level systems. Experimental
implementations of coupled cavity arrays (CCAs) include
a variety of technologies, namely fiber coupled micro-
toroidal cavities [4], arrays of defects in photonic band
gap materials (PBGs) [5, 6] and superconducting qubits
coupled through microwave stripline resonators [7]. A
further exciting development has been the ability to cou-
ple cavities to quantum two-level systems which could be
atoms for micro-toroidal cavities, quantum dots for de-
fects in PBGs or superconducting qubits coupled through
stripline resonators [8]. This has led to proposals to use
such arrays for the implementation of optical quantum
computing [9], the production of entangled photons [10],
the realization of Mott insulating and superfluid phases
[11, 12] and the simulation of quantum spin chain effects
[13]. In our model we show how to reduce the multilevel
structure of each atom-cavity system(we will henceforth
use the term ‘atom’ to refer to any relevant two level sys-
tem, such as quantum dots or superconducting qubits) to
two levels which will comprise our qubit. This reduction
of the state space is possible when the coupling between
the cavity field and the atom is in the so called strong
coupling regime. There, each cavity-atom unit behaves as
a quantum system whose eigenstates are combined atom-
field excitations called polaritons (Fig. 1). The nonlin-
earity induced by this coupling, otherwise known as the
photon blockade effect [14], forces the system into a state
where only the ground and the first excited states in each
site can be populated (a maximum of one excitation (po-
lariton) is allowed per site) [11].
The presence, or absence, of this polariton can thus be
used as a qubit for the purposes of quantum information
processing. From this perspective, the limiting factor to
achieving quantum computation is that while we can per-
form high quality single-qubit operations by applying a
laser tuned to the corresponding energy levels, we have
no direct two-qubit gate, only a global Hamiltonian evo-
lution. In this work, we show how this limitation can be
overcome by generating a cluster state [1] using the sys-
tem’s natural Hamiltonian evolution, and then perform-
ing measurement-based computation. This makes use of
the typical construction of a cluster state – initialising all
qubits in a 2D lattice in the |+〉 = (| 0〉+ | 1〉)/√2 state
and then performing controlled-phase gates between all
nearest-neighbours. In contrast to previous similar ap-
proaches to this problem, we do not have an Ising interac-
tion available, which straightforwardly gives controlled-
phase gates [1].
System Description: For simplicity, we describe the
system as a linear chain of N coupled cavities, although
this is readily rephrased into the two-dimensional set-
ting required later in our protocol. The system dynam-
ics are described using the operators corresponding to the
localized eigenmodes (Wannier functions), a†k(ak). The












2FIG. 1: We work with a 2D array of atom-cavity systems.
When the atom is on resonance with the cavity, the ground
state |g, 0〉 and the first excited state |1−〉 of the combined
atom-photon (polaritonic) system in each site can be used
as qubits as no other states are accessible[11]. By applying
Stark shifts with control electrodes or properly tuned laser
fields to sets of qubits(the gates shown under the qubits),
we disable the exchange Hamiltonian of a qubit to all of its
neighbours creating isolated chains of three qubits (here we
illustrate a case of six such chains). Within each chain, the
two extremal qubits are the computational qubits, and the
central qubit acts as a mediator. Using only four different
groupings of three-qubit chains, we can generate a cluster
state. Individual single qubit rotations and measurements are
possible and made by properly applying local external fields
utilizing the fact that the cavities can be well separated.
and corresponds to a series quantum harmonic oscillators
coupled through hopping photons. The photon frequen-
cies and hopping rates are ωd and A respectively, and no
nonlinearity is present yet. Assume now that the cavi-
ties are doped with atoms, where | g〉k and | e〉k are their
ground and excited states at site k. The Hamiltonian
describing the system is the sum of three terms; Hfree
is the Hamiltonian for the free light and dopant parts,
Hint the Hamiltonian describing the internal coupling of
the photon and dopant in a specific cavity and Hhop for


















The light-atom coupling strength is described by the pa-
rameter g. The Hfree + Hint component of the Hamil-
tonian can be diagonalized in a basis of mixed pho-
tonic and atomic excitations, called polaritons (Fig. 1).
These polaritons involve an equal mixture of photonic
and atomic excitations and are defined by creation op-
erators P
(±,n)†
k = |n±〉k 〈g, 0 |k, where the polaritons
of the kth atom-cavity system are given by |n±〉k =
(| g, n〉k±| e, n− 1〉k)/
√
2 with energiesE±n = nωd±g
√
n,
and |n〉k denotes the n-photon Fock state. As proved
elsewhere, due to the blockade effect, once a site is ex-
cited to | 1−〉, no further excitation is possible [11]. In
simplified terms, this is due to the fact that the energy
required to add a second excitation to a site is differ-
ent from the energy required to add an excitation to an
empty site. This effect has recently led to the prediction
of a polaritonic Mott phase and the possibility of induc-
ing a quantum phase transition to a photonic superfluid
in the array[11]. By choosing the initial conditions appro-
priately, we can restrict the system such that states with
n > 1 are not occupied. In this case, the Hamiltonian




P †kPk+1 + PkP
†
k+1 (5)
where P †k = P
(−,1)†
k is the polaritonic operator creating
excitations in the first polaritonic manifold [11] (Fig. 1).
Note that because double occupancy of the sites is pro-









k are the standard Pauli operators. The Hamil-











The latter is the standard XY model of interacting
spins with spin up/down corresponding to the pres-
ence/absence of a polariton. The dynamics of XY spin
models in any excitation sector can thus, in principle,
be simulated by the system under consideration, a clear
advantage over simulations using a resonantly coupled
chain of oscillators. Some applications of XY spin chains
in quantum information processing, such as quantum
information transfer [15, 16], have thus already been
proposed in this system [13].
Cluster state generation: We are now in a position to
outline the basic idea behind the protocol for construct-
ing cluster states using polaritonic qubits, hence enabling
universal quantum computation [1]. Before doing this,
however, it behooves us to consider how we will proceed
once the cluster state has been generated. Specifically,
we want to be able to perform measurements without
the system continuing to evolve. This need to disable
the hopping Hamiltonian is an aspect often neglected
when discussing the generation of cluster states, either
3FIG. 2: Consider two atom-cavity systems coupled together
with a strength A = g/100, where the first cavity is on reso-
nance with the atom (frequency ω1), and initially in the state
| 1−〉. The second cavity is off resonance, with ω2−ω1 taking
values g (black), 2g (dashed) and 10g (grey), and is initially
in the state | g, 0〉. We plot the fidelity, with time, of recovery
of the initial state, showing how the transfer of the state from
the first system to the second system is prevented. In the
limit of ω2 − ω1 ≫ g, the minimum fidelity is g
4/(A2 + g2)2,
with perfect revivals at times 2npi/
p
A2 + g2 for integer n.
as the ground states of ‘natural’ Hamiltonians [17], or
from evolution of the Ising Hamiltonian. We propose to
achieve this by sacrificing some of the qubits by mov-
ing the atoms off resonance from their cavities (Stark
shifting them through the application of an external field
which shifts basically the cavity frequencies and inhibits
the photon hopping) thereby isolating each logical qubit.
The errors induced by this protocol are explored in Fig. 2.
Within the arrays of coupled cavities, we have sufficient
control to independently move each of the atoms-cavity
systems off resonance (although a form of global control
along lines will suffice as we show), and this is the basis of
our construction of the cluster state. We proceed by ob-
serving that in a chain of 3 qubits undergoing evolution
due to the XY Hamiltonian for a time t0 = pi/(2
√
2A),
the states of the three qubits are permuted. By apply-
ing a measurement in the mediator qubit (the middle of
the chain of three) in the σz basis a nonlocal gate can
be applied between them [15, 18, 19]. Depending on
the measurement result, | 0〉 or | 1〉, the operation per-
formed between the two computational qubits was either
SWAP.(σz⊗σz).CP or SWAP.CP respectively. In both
cases, the gates in addition to the CP are clifford op-
erations which can be recorded and taken into account
during the measurement-based computation.
Our scheme proceeds by preparing all qubits in the |+〉
state through the application of global pi/2 pulse. Half of
the sites will be used as logical qubits and the other half
as mediators and ‘off’ qubits(these by tuning them out
off resonance we control the interaction of their near-
est neighbours to each other). The steps to create the
cluster states are: First apply gates B, C, D which take
the corresponding systems ‘attached’ to them, off reso-
nance(Fig. 1). By doing this, groups of three ‘on’ qubits
are created and isolated from each other. For these we
apply the ‘three qubit’protocol described above and a CP
is performed between the extremal qubits of each group.
Now for every second line we have every second qubit
‘C-Phased’. In the next step we will connect these pairs
to each other by applying A, C, D and the CP protocol
again (interchanging the role of previously ‘off’ qubits to
mediators now). After this stage we have successfully
prepared complete lines of qubits in the cluster state.
Now we need to connect these lines in the other direction
which is done by switching a,b and c gates and the CP
part. Finally by applying A,B and D, those pairs can be
also connected leading to a 2D cluster for every second
qubit in the whole array. The measurement sequence is
then applied as requested by the algorithm that needs
to be implemented utilizing the local accessibility of the
sites(in any implementation these are minimally a few
micrometers apart, see discussion below).
As outlined, the initial state of the mediator qubit is
irrelevant to the success of the scheme (provided it is
in the | g, 0〉 , | 1−〉 subspace) due to our measurement of
it. This protects against decoherence while the atom-
cavity system is off resonance. If, instead, we knew that
the initial state of the mediator qubit was | 0〉, say, then
the measurement would provide a mechanism for low-
level error supression during the application of the gate
(projection onto the | 0〉 state leads to the Zeno effect)
and detection (if the measurement result is | 1〉). Provid-
ing the error probability is small, where small is related
to the percolation threshold of the system [1], knowing
where these errors occurred allows one to route the com-
putation around the defects. For noisier systems, other
techniques can be explored [20].
Implementations: We now briefly discuss the required
parameter regime and experimental feasibility of the pos-
sible technologies for this scheme. As previously men-
tioned, there are three primary candidate technologies.
Fiber coupled micro-toroidal cavities [4], arrays of defects
in photonic band gap materials (PBGs) [5, 6] and super-
conducting qubits coupled through microwave stripline
resonators [7]. In all, in order to achieve the required
limit of no more than one excitation per site [11], the
ratio between the internal atom-photon coupling and the
hopping of photons down the chain should be g/A = 102.
In addition, the cavity/atomic frequencies ratio should
be ωd, ω0 ∼ 104g which means we should be well within
the strong coupling regime. The losses should also be
small, g/max(κ, γ) ∼ 103, where κ and γ are cavity and
atom/other qubit decay rates. These values are currently
on the verge of being realised in both toroidal microcavity
systems with atoms and stripline microwave resonators
coupled to superconducting qubits [8]. Arrays of defects
in PBGs are one or two orders of magnitude off at the
moment but recent developments, and the integrability
4A × • × • B†A
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• •
FIG. 3: The two-qubit gate we realise, in conjunction with
single-qubit rotations, is sufficient to create and controlled-U
gate, and is hence universal.
of these devices, make this technology very promising as
well. In all implementations the cavity systems are well
separated by many times the corresponding wavelength
of any local field that needs to be applied in the system
for the measurement process[4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
With regards to decoherence through dissipation, when
we are in the above paramater regime, the polaritonic
states under consideration are essentially unaffected by
decay for a time 10/A (10ns for the toroidal case and
100ns for microwave stripline resonators type of imple-
mentations). We note that although one may be con-
cerned that the decay time of 10/A is uncomfortably close
to the preparation time for a cluster state,
√
2pi/A, we
note that one of the major advantages of cluster states
is that one does not need to prepare the whole state in
advance. In fact, one can prepare only a few rows and,
while they are being measured, prepare and connect sev-
eral more rows, thereby allowing a continuous computa-
tion that exceeds the decay time for an individual cavity.
This has the additional benefit that one does not need
to build such a large system of qubits. In fact, were it
not for this limiting factor, one could directly propose a
scheme for implementing a computation based more di-
rectly on the circuit model. This is because the two-qubit
gate that we implement, in conjunction with single-qubit
rotations can readily be demonstrated to be universal.
Consider, for example, the construction in Fig. 3 which
allows, with two applications of this gate, the construc-
tion of any controlled-U gate, where U = A†B†σzBσzA.
Hence we can separate the action of the SWAP and CP .
Conclusions: In this paper, we have shown how uni-
versal quantum computation could be realised in a cou-
pled array of individually addresable atom-cavity sys-
tems, where the qubits are given by polaritonic exci-
tations. While single-qubit operations can be locally
achieved, the only available interaction between qubits
is due to the natural system Hamiltonian. We show how
to manipulate this to give a controlled-phase gate be-
tween pairs of qubits. This allows computation either
using the circuit model, or a measurement-based compu-
tation, the latter being most suited to reducing experi-
mental errors. While our proposal only involves a quarter
of the system’s qubits in the cluster state, more sophis-
ticated control sequences can incorporate up to half of
the qubits. We have discussed possible architectures for
implementing these ideas and point out their feasibility
and scalability with current or near-future technology.
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